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Hi, 

I would like to submit the attached as a public comment to Item 1. "Vision Zero Update". 

While re-purposing and re-designing ours streets remains the most impactful tool and urgent need of our
Vision Zero strategy, other elements of San José's Vision Zero strategy can also contribute. My comment
today highlights the role of SJPD in achieving Vision Zero in San Jose and makes recommendations in
four areas:

1. ISSUE: Traffic stops & Black Lives Matter 
It is important for the City of San José/SJPD to acknowledge and address concerns of how
enforcement through traffic stops have too often resulted in racial injustices.

2. ISSUE: Limited prosecution of deadly crashes 
For all KSIs, SJPD and the DA’s office should report what charges have been filed (e.g. warning,
ticket, criminal charges) and the result of the prosecution (e.g. guilty/not guilty, loss of driver
license, fine, jail time).

3. ISSUE: Problematic language in SJPD media release 
Revise guidelines/templates for SJPD media releases in the case of traffic collisions to incorporate
Vision Zero best practices.

4. ISSUE: SJPD officers as role models 
(Re-)train SJPD officers in promoting exemplary behavior in protecting most vulnerable road users
(pedestrians, bicyclists) of all ages and abilities.

Unfortunately, I won't be able to attend the meeting on Monday to make a spoken public comment.

Thank you for your consideration

Robin Roemer
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The Role of SJPD in 
achieving Vision Zero
PUBLIC COMMENT







Recommendations 
(Summary)


1. ISSUE: Traffic stops & Black Lives Matter
It is important for the City of San José/SJPD to 
acknowledge and address concerns of how enforcement 
through traffic stops have too often resulted in racial 
injustices.


2. ISSUE: Limited prosecution of deadly crashes
For all KSIs, SJPD and the DA’s office should report what 
charges have been filed (e.g. warning, ticket, criminal 
charges) and the result of the prosecution (e.g. guilty/not 
guilty, loss of driver license, fine, jail time). 


3. ISSUE: Problematic language in SJPD media release
Revise guidelines/templates for SJPD media releases in 
the case of traffic collisions to incorporate Vision Zero 
best practices.


4. ISSUE: SJPD officers as role models
(Re-)train SJPD officers in promoting exemplary behavior 
in protecting most vulnerable road users (pedestrians, 
bicyclists) of all ages and abilities.







1. Traffic stops & Black 
Lives Matter







Issues with Enforcement as part of Vision 
Zero
A growing number of Vision Zero and transportation advocacy groups (including SF Vision Zero Coalition 
members) are moving away from traffic stops as part of Vision Zero.


Traffic stops have generally been shown to be often discriminatory as well as ineffective as a prevention 
measure especially compared to engineering solutions.


Traditional officer-initiated Enforcement should be a tactic of 
last resort in traffic safety efforts, not the first line of attack. No 


amount of police presence can overcome road designs and 
policies that simply don’t work well enough.


https://visionzeronetwork.org/vision-zero-equity-law-
enforcement



https://visionzeronetwork.org/vision-zero-equity-law-enforcement









Recommendation
It is important for the City of San José/SJPD to acknowledge and 
address concerns of how enforcement through traffic stops have 
too often resulted in racial injustices.







2. Limited prosecution 
of deadly crashes







Traffic violence often treated differently 
from other forms of violence


The driver who almost killed Mayor Liccardo at the beginning of 2019 seems not to have been prosecuted 


but instead just received a simple traffic citation. 


This lenient approach towards drivers who have harmed or even killed people is typical in the US. 







Recommendation
For all KSIs, SJPD and the DA’s office should report what charges 
have been filed (e.g. warning, ticket, criminal charges) and the 
result of the prosecution (e.g. guilty/not guilty, loss of driver 
license, fine, jail time). 







3. Problematic language 
in SJPD media release







SJPD media advisory often biased, downplaying 
the role of drivers & infrastructure
SJPD media reports regularly don’t follow best practice for reporting crashes. PD reports often focus on 
the victims action and give agency to objects (e.g “car”, “vehicle”) instead of drivers. Reports also regularly 
include irrelevant counterfactuals (e.g. not in a marked crosswalk). It is illegal to kill pedestrians and 
bicyclists regardless of their position in the street. 


This well-known issue then affects media coverage.







First mention of a driver 
in the 5th sentence.
Also, this does not
deserve highlighting. 
Drivers are legally 
required to stop and 
cooperate with the 
investigation.


Vehicle seemingly 
“acting” on its own. 


Irrelevant counter-
factual (victim blaming); 
source for information 
unclear; location 
doesn’t seem to have 
marked crosswalks 


object vs person


Problematic press release (example)







Local media actively
rephrasing SJPD framing







and the second traffic fatality on White Road this year. 
White Road is a SJ Vision Zero Priority corridor.


intersection


crossing


A drivermotorist striking a bicyclist
a


Potential edits (suggestion)







Recommendation Revise guidelines/templates for media releases in the case of 
traffic collisions to incorporate Vision Zero best practices.







4. SJPD officers as role 
models







SJPD officer blocking crosswalk
SJPD officers should be role models in 
protecting vulnerable road users and should 
(circumstances allowing) avoid blocking 
crosswalks or bike lanes.


SJPD behavior sends an implicit message to 
other motorists on which behaviors are most 
likely to be tolerated. 


In the example on the right the officer placed the
convenience of other drivers above accessibility for 
e.g. wheelchair users or parents with strollers 
despite there being plenty of road space available to 
stop in a different location.







Recommendation
(Re-)train SJPD officers in promoting exemplary behavior in 
protecting most vulnerable road users (pedestrians, bicyclists) of 
all ages and abilities.
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Recommendations 
(Summary)

1. ISSUE: Traffic stops & Black Lives Matter
It is important for the City of San José/SJPD to 
acknowledge and address concerns of how enforcement 
through traffic stops have too often resulted in racial 
injustices.

2. ISSUE: Limited prosecution of deadly crashes
For all KSIs, SJPD and the DA’s office should report what 
charges have been filed (e.g. warning, ticket, criminal 
charges) and the result of the prosecution (e.g. guilty/not 
guilty, loss of driver license, fine, jail time). 

3. ISSUE: Problematic language in SJPD media release
Revise guidelines/templates for SJPD media releases in 
the case of traffic collisions to incorporate Vision Zero 
best practices.

4. ISSUE: SJPD officers as role models
(Re-)train SJPD officers in promoting exemplary behavior 
in protecting most vulnerable road users (pedestrians, 
bicyclists) of all ages and abilities.



1. Traffic stops & Black 
Lives Matter



Issues with Enforcement as part of Vision 
Zero
A growing number of Vision Zero and transportation advocacy groups (including SF Vision Zero Coalition 
members) are moving away from traffic stops as part of Vision Zero.

Traffic stops have generally been shown to be often discriminatory as well as ineffective as a prevention 
measure especially compared to engineering solutions.

Traditional officer-initiated Enforcement should be a tactic of 
last resort in traffic safety efforts, not the first line of attack. No 

amount of police presence can overcome road designs and 
policies that simply don’t work well enough.

https://visionzeronetwork.org/vision-zero-equity-law-
enforcement
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Recommendation
It is important for the City of San José/SJPD to acknowledge and 
address concerns of how enforcement through traffic stops have 
too often resulted in racial injustices.



2. Limited prosecution 
of deadly crashes



Traffic violence often treated differently 
from other forms of violence

The driver who almost killed Mayor Liccardo at the beginning of 2019 seems not to have been prosecuted 

but instead just received a simple traffic citation. 

This lenient approach towards drivers who have harmed or even killed people is typical in the US. 



Recommendation
For all KSIs, SJPD and the DA’s office should report what charges 
have been filed (e.g. warning, ticket, criminal charges) and the 
result of the prosecution (e.g. guilty/not guilty, loss of driver 
license, fine, jail time). 



3. Problematic language 
in SJPD media release



SJPD media advisory often biased, downplaying 
the role of drivers & infrastructure
SJPD media reports regularly don’t follow best practice for reporting crashes. PD reports often focus on 
the victims action and give agency to objects (e.g “car”, “vehicle”) instead of drivers. Reports also regularly 
include irrelevant counterfactuals (e.g. not in a marked crosswalk). It is illegal to kill pedestrians and 
bicyclists regardless of their position in the street. 

This well-known issue then affects media coverage.



First mention of a driver 
in the 5th sentence.
Also, this does not
deserve highlighting. 
Drivers are legally 
required to stop and 
cooperate with the 
investigation.

Vehicle seemingly 
“acting” on its own. 

Irrelevant counter-
factual (victim blaming); 
source for information 
unclear; location 
doesn’t seem to have 
marked crosswalks 

object vs person

Problematic press release (example)



Local media actively
rephrasing SJPD framing



and the second traffic fatality on White Road this year. 
White Road is a SJ Vision Zero Priority corridor.

intersection

crossing

A drivermotorist striking a bicyclist
a

Potential edits (suggestion)



Recommendation Revise guidelines/templates for media releases in the case of 
traffic collisions to incorporate Vision Zero best practices.



4. SJPD officers as role 
models



SJPD officer blocking crosswalk
SJPD officers should be role models in 
protecting vulnerable road users and should 
(circumstances allowing) avoid blocking 
crosswalks or bike lanes.

SJPD behavior sends an implicit message to 
other motorists on which behaviors are most 
likely to be tolerated. 

In the example on the right the officer placed the
convenience of other drivers above accessibility for 
e.g. wheelchair users or parents with strollers 
despite there being plenty of road space available to 
stop in a different location.



Recommendation
(Re-)train SJPD officers in promoting exemplary behavior in 
protecting most vulnerable road users (pedestrians, bicyclists) of 
all ages and abilities.
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